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About This Game

In this darkly humorous 2D action-adventure game (with a dash of survival horror) you play as JOHN HARRY – a balding
moustachioed dim-witted drunk, who just drove his most prized possession – a car – into a ravine.

STORY

A man, who calls himself THE WARDEN, tricks John Harry into signing a contract that obliges him to complete seven ordeals
– varying from mixing a cocktail to participating in a deadly game show. But what is the true goal of this mysterious "warden"?

And is John Harry really as dense as he looks? How many cocktails can a man really drink in one day?

WHAT TO EXPECT

BLOOD: Know your health by the amount of blood on your face!

ALCOHOL: Mix cocktails and feel their effects!

VIOLENCE: Shoot bullets from guns into horribly deformed creatures!

ABUSE: Experience verbal abuse by people you hardly know!

PUZZLES: Find out if the rusty key fits into the rusty lock!
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TALKING: Have a conversation with other weirdos!

CHOICES: Conversation choices that sometimes have consequences and sometimes don’t!

INVENTORY TETRIS: Unleash your inner OCD by managing your inventory!

LOVE: Fall in love, or just watch dirty pictures!

THE END: Experience three totally different endings depending on decisions you made!

MINIMAL HUD: Use your brain to remember how many bullets you have left!

PHILOSOPHY: Find out if worms are moral beings!
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LOOK WHAT THE CAT DRAGGED IN - IT'S PATCH 4!:
Phew, it took longer than we thought but we’re finally here!
Another patch comes, as promised, and it should fix many of the issues you guys were having recently. We’re vigilant and we’re
looking into all of the problems you’re reporting. We know that at the end of the day you just want to play a cool game without
any hassle, so we’re truly thankful for all of your feedback. Thank you!

Ok, now enough of this jibba jabba and let’s get to what’s new:. Full List of Recent Updates:

Here is a big list of all the recent updates for Holy Potatoes! A Weapon Shop?!:. Development Progress & Release Delayed:
OK, so once again we're pushing release date a bit forward - now it's February 1st. Of 2019. That's a very important addition to
make when you're delaying your game several times.

The reason is quite simple - perfectionism. We're just wanting to make animated ships instead of static ones and we're slowly
saving the necessary budget for that. Ah, the joys of true indie development. And the woes of wanting to create a true
masterpiece.

 Outside of that, the game is almost done - the only other thing that demands some polish and reworks is the VN script. It's
pretty much done (not in the game, though, as I'm not sure if I want to release it fully in EA) but our artist has recently made lots
of additional emotions for all characters. No one really asked him but that's how we roll. They're all really cool only they need to
be inserted in the already existing script and it's a simple but totally dull work. Which no one but me can do. Ah, the joys of true
indie development. Can't wait for the time when we'll be rich and be able to hire kawaii lolis to perform this kind of work.
"Developed by kawaii lolis" - now that's a tag that'll sell your game! Especially if you add a photoshoot of them hard at work in
lots of skimpy clothing... Oh, hello, FBI, how are you doing?

Dreadful jokes aside, we're improving project further and further so stuff is good. More or less. Now to replace those
emotions.... A unique chance!:
Loud. Quiet. Electronic. Calm. Fast. Instrumental. It can motivate you on bold deeds or force you to focus on your strategy��.
This music is so varied!
We have prepared for you some musical compositions that may be included in future versions of the game.��We suggest you to
make the sound louder and listen carefully. We will be glad to hear out your opinion considering new music
What composition did you like? 1? 2 or 3?

https://youtu.be/OXdcHLj-k58. PATCH - 26/FEB/2016 - Version: 1.0.3.39:

Version: 1.0.3.39 is now live and contains the following additions and changes.

This is just a quick patch fixing puzzle 24 not resetting after completion.

Full list of additions and changes:

1. Fixed puzzle 24 not resetting.
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Enjoy!!!
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